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WE NOW KNOW who will replace Rush Limbaugh.
Nobody. His non-iHeart affiliate base is splintering among a handful of syndicated political talkers, and some stations are actually
– grab the arm rest – GOING LOCAL in these hours. iHeart stations have no choice but to continue the cram-down, the
grotesque consequence of network negligence and Consolidation-run-amok.

And – three months after his death – “Rush's Week In Review” will haunt weekends, crammed-down on iHeart sticks.

Affiliates: Are you asking listeners to depend on you for news, while you are living-in-the-past?

Rush had one helluva run. And yes-there-are many Americans who think “the election was stolen.” But every…single…day now,
there’s breaking news. And – absent a single voice with the reach The Rush Limbaugh Show is losing – and with The Cause
being championed by acts like Matt Gaetz, Marjorie Taylor Greene, Lauren Boebert, Jim Jordan, and Ted Cruz – is the narrative
itself imploding, as shutdown-weary listeners yearn for The American Comeback?

Page 7…

Baseball stations: Your franchise just got slightly more valuable.
Here in Red Sox Nation, it’s a reflex: Turn on NESN, New England Sports Network (“Nessen,” with a thick Boston accent). But
not today. As I write this, the telecast of the final game of the Saux’ season-opening home stand is only available one place.

The future is now. YouTube will exclusively stream 21 major-league games in 2021, free, with all broadcasts being produced by
MLB Network. When it’s your team’s turn, remind listeners “This game won’t be on television. Hear it here!”
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4 IDEAS IN 3 MINUTES
1. Cute call-in topic for a slow news day…

Hat tip to Relevant Radio “Morning Air” host John Harper: “An anchorman in the Quad Cities put this question on his
Facebook page last night: ‘Without revealing your age, say something a young person wouldn’t understand today.’
So far he’s has gotten 50,100 responses.”

2. Sales: Prospect dentists.
•

A year ago, the American Dental Association and the CDC advised dental offices to close, and many did. Restrictions
have loosened, and so have some patients’ crowns.

•

Is it safe to go back to the dentist? NPR cites World Health Organization and CDC reports that, so far, there are no
confirmed cases of COVID-19 transmitted in a dental office; and the Personal Protective Equipment that was scarce a
year ago is available now.

•

Visiting the dentist is a different experience than pre-pandemic. Your car is the waiting room; and when you are
allowed in, they’ll take your temperature and hand you a health questionnaire, then whisk you right into the chair.

•

Delaying checkups or living with pain can potentially turn a cavity into a root canal or extraction, and result in more
painful treatment at higher cost. In rare cases, missed care can result in serious infections, even death.

3. Sales: Prospect retailers who are already podcasting.

They’re super-opportune, because they “get” audio; and are enthused talkers. As we train reps to remind them: “If we
don’t tell your listeners about your podcast, how will they know it’s there?”

4. Podcasters: “The Magic Words” are even MORE magic!

Radio is an intimate, one-to-one medium; and podcasting is even more personal, because listeners choose content in a
more intentional way than they push dashboard AM/FM buttons. And because many podcast topics are specialty topics, it’s
high-affinity stuff.
As a sportscaster I’ve coached who really gets-it said “we’re Fed-Exing it to their brains.”
Accordingly:
•
•
•

Never say “those of you” or “all of you.” There’s only one of me.
Say “you.” Lots. And if you can say “your,” your topic is probably high-relevance.
“I,” “me,” and “my” should never outnumber “you” and “your.”

11 more things you should NOT say are on page 11 of my E-book. Download your copy at HollandCooke.com
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“Radio: Live On Air And Everywhere”
Programmers and Sales reps – and retail advertisers you pitch – will find this NPR/Edison Research useful.
Based on 1500 early-2021 online interviews with Persons 18+ who had listened to radio in the past week, weighted, it’s
available for free download at https://www.nationalpublicmedia.com/insights/reports/radio-live-on-air-and-everywhere/.
Included there: video interviews with some who were surveyed, which will make you long for the days when radio funded
focus groups.
Here’s my short version, notes from the webinar presentation.
Radio’s Reach, including streams:
•
•

63% of Americans listen to AM/FM stations every day (Edison)
89% each week (Nielsen)

Broadcasters’ work is still the most-consumed audio.

Survey data identifies 6 radio audience segments, listed next in order of Time Spent Listening. And The Pareto Principle
strikes again: The smallest of these listener cohorts contributes the most weekly Time Spent Listening…
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Because most of my radio work is in News/Talk, I was pleased to see those top three listener types, fleshed-out as
follows:
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The full-report download includes similar profiles for the other three listener segments.

Ammo for Sales:
Charts graph how “Radio listeners are more engaged with ads on radio than with ads on TV or Social Media.”
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Among comments from those video interviews:
•
•
•
•
•

“I love when ads are entertaining,”
“Local” ads are helpful.
“Awesome” that spots “promote local businesses.”
“I like to support local businesses whenever possible.”
One listener finds most ads “annoying…obnoxious,” BUT “If it pertains to me I'll listen to it.”

There’s evidence of the social conscience often attributed to Millennials. A 27-year-old woman decried predatory ads, i.e.,
we’ll-get-you-out-of-IRS-trouble, and payday loans. “NPR is selective.” Another called NPR advertisers “socially
responsible.”

After I did not sign -up following the 90-day free trial that came with my car,
the offers are increasingly generous/desperate.
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“This incredibly wealthy super-patriot used his life’s last energies to do his damnedest to
recast a pandemic as a deadly, partisan culture war. To paint a lawless and lunatic president
as a wronged and heroic savior of the republic, a symbol of all the myriad wrongs done to
Team White America. To call the first woman of color nominated for vice president a “ho”
and a “mattress,” to depict racial-justice protests as signs of a coming Armageddon, and to
stir up hysteria about a Democratic plot to steal the election. And, ultimately, to lead the
cheers and comfort the troops as Republicans turned against democracy itself.”
Rush Limbaugh, remembered, in Rolling Stone

Talk stations: Are you an argument? Or an assessment?
As shutdown-weary listeners yearn for The American Comeback:
•

Asian-Americans are being assaulted in broad daylight, because Donald Trump branded COVID “The China Virus,” and
did so by relentlessly applying what our Sales reps preach to advertisers: Repetition works.

•

Fox News feeds gotcha questions to budding correspondents it sends to White House briefings, where this president’s
press secretary is more diplomatic than her predecessors.

•

Once CNBC’s credible, iconic “Money Honey,” Fox News B-teamer Maria Bartiromo seems to have taken the baton from
disgraced Lou Dobbs. Mark Levin’s vocal pitch is approaching an octave only dogs can hear.

•

Prominent among cable news and Talk radio catch-phrase accusations are that Democrats want “utopia” and “open
borders,” words I have never heard Democrats utter.

•

Gun sales are so brisk that ammunition – already price-gouged -- is being rationed in some places. The U.S. Capitol
grounds seem no safer than supermarkets and other modern day killing fields.

•

There aren’t enough mental health professionals to meet demand.

How can we help?
•

By now, every American who wants it should be able to get the vaccine that Presidents Bush, Clinton, Obama, and
Carter, and their wives, got on-camera; and President and Mrs. Trump got on the QT.

•

HOW eager are listeners for theirs? For weeks, many were staying-up until midnight to hit refresh-refresh-refresh on
appointment web sites, like they’re trying to buy ‘Stones concert tickets.

•

Be known as the station that knows where-and-when and you’ll get more of what ratings experts call “occasions of
listening.” Be known as vaccine-wary and you’re telling them to find that information elsewhere.

•

Ask for callers’ jab stories and you’ll jam the lines.

That monthly jobs report: 916,000 new ones, half of them in rebounding food service and hotel and amusement industries
and schools, 110,000 in construction. Unemployment is down to 6% and falling. To explain why we have Trump to thank for
that, “guides” will cue-up airchecks of someone who died two months ago.
Don’t get me wrong. Most of my clients are conservative media platforms. Cume-to-Quarter Hour conversion is a job, not a
hobby, and I may be the only person in Talk radio who thinks his own opinion doesn’t matter.
And our advertisers get results. “BUT…” as Captain Kirk would ask in his impending-doom voice, “…for…how…long?”
•

Recent polling data from Gallup, Ipsos, and elsewhere: Americans are much more optimistic than a year ago.

•

With a half-dozen syndicated acts competing for non-iHeart-owned Limbaugh sticks, it is mathematically unlikely that
any one voice will attain his reach.
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One client station – a longtime Limbaugh affiliate -- is “auditioning Talk radio’s rising stars,” one week at a time, asking listener
feedback.

“I was not familiar with Jimmy Failla until I heard him on KTBB this week. I really like
him! As you said, regarding Rush, he was in the entertainment business…and I find Jimmy
Failla VERY entertaining! Honestly, I enjoy his show much more than Hannity's. I look
forward to hearing the other guys in the coming weeks to see how they compare.”
Listener comment posted at https://www.ktbb.com/afterrush/
That was our Week #1 tryout. Week #2: Salem’s Charlie Kirk, who the GM said “sounds like he’s using an old Radio Shack
microphone;” and doesn’t take callers. He just…talks…at length…with the cocksure certainty a 26 year-old enjoys, sure to
resonate with Talk radio’s greying heavy users. And he’s often reading something someone else wrote. And he can’t talk for
three hours. One day I listened, hour 3 was a live recording of a speech he made in a church somewhere; and the next day
it was his starstruck interview with Tucker Carlson. And now (by whatever business model) he’s airing on WABC?
With digital nudging AM radio to the fringe of users’ media menu, pandering to the “stolen election” cohort – and selling
spots to like-minded retailers – may continue to be a business model. And don’t hedge! For reasons I have previously
outlined, ambiguity is risky.
News/Talk radio content is either an angry argument or a useful assessment of circumstances that listeners can act on.
Something different than they heard yesterday. And local. The good news.

Bloggers: Get it right, and readers will believe you.
Reminders that your consultant -- a long-ago English teacher – found on Facebook:
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SOUND BITES
“Rush, 70, was much too young to go. He was truly one of a kind. He was uniquely intelligent. But most of
all he was gentle and kind, and very loyal to his friends.”
Marvin R. Shanken, Publisher, Cigar Aficionado, whose annual “Night to Remember” cigar dinner events benefits prostate cancer
research. Rush attended for 23 years, before succumbing to lung cancer.
“It has the best-best of both worlds.”
SiriusXM Sullivan CFO Sean Sullivan, telling the recent Deutsche Bank Annual Media, Internet & Telecom Conference how new
two-way interactive 360L satellite radio receivers “can offer up other content, including podcasts and other things” such as
Pandora, which SiriusXM bought two years ago; and Stitcher, acquired more recently.
NOT among “other things:” Local news and personalities, which smart stations continue to offer.

“Listening on a mobile device now accounts for 30% of all time spent listening to audio by those age 13+
in the U.S., an increase of 67% since 2014.”
Edison Research “Share of Ear” research
AM/FM receivers still account for the largest share of audio consumption (35%), but has decreased the most since the survey
began (49% in 2014).

“We've outgrown our name. It no longer fits who we are or where we are headed.”
Audacy (formerly Entercom) CEO David Field, interviewed by Axios
“This year, we'll be increasing our audio supply to help advertisers reach a broader audience, and we'll be
launching advertising within podcasts this year to allow advertisers to immerse their brand in premium
audio content.”
Alan Moss, Amazon VP/Global Ad Sales, at the Interactive Advertising Bureau Annual Leadership Meeting
“We've expanded so much in radio and podcast, that's our biggest expansion right now – we hope that that
makes up a lot of it."
MyPillow guy Mike Lindell, who says he’s lost $65 million in sales, shunned for his election fraud conspiracy theories by big box
and other retailers, business traditionally TV-driven. "We're going to look at other strategies to try and get that revenue back.”
“Retail corruption is now a breeze, since newspapers and other media can no longer afford enough
reporters to cover all the key government meetings. You wake up one day, and they’re bulldozing 20 acres
of pines at the end of your block to put up a Costco. Your kids ask what’s going on, and you can’t tell them
because you don’t have a clue.”
Carl Hiaasen in his last column for The Miami Herald
“We will prosper because what we do cannot be replaced.”
Saga Communications CEO Ed Christian, who played an aircheck from one of his stations – about a kid with cancer, benefiting
from a station public service campaign -- on an earnings call with analysts.
“Bring on the skeptics, bring on the podcasts, bring on the satellites, bring on the music streamers, none can compete locally
better than great local radio.”

“The question: Why do some radio stations win rating sweep after rating sweep?
The answer: They make a religious-like commitment to the details that others overlook.”
Mike McVay, in his RadioInk column
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“‘No’ is a reaction, not a position. The people who react negatively to your proposal simply need time to
evaluate it and adjust their thinking. With the passage of sufficient time and repeated efforts on your part,
almost every ‘no’ can be transformed into a ‘maybe’ and eventually a ‘yes.’”
Legendary Herb Cohen – “The World’s Greatest Negotiator” -- author of the timeless “You Can Negotiate Anything”
“Go Henry, making every kid good with money.”
GREAT line, at the end of a GoHenry.com TV ad
“Not sorry.”
TV ad for Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups, as Easter approached last month…and many felt like we’d just had a YEAR of Lent.
“When your hand’s in the bag, your head’s on The Cape.”
TV ad Cape Cod Potato Chips. Craft copy as succinct as these examples for local retailers and they and you will make money.
“We’ve got a lot of news for you and your family tonight.”
“As we come on the air…”
Key phrases often included in the opening story line-up on The CBS Evening News with Norah O’Donnell
“We’ll talk to you when we have baseball again.”
Longtime radio voice of the Boston Red Sox Joe Castiglione, after both teams took batting practice, then left the field in
Minneapolis. Fans were still having hot dogs and beer as the game was called-off. Angry protestors took to the streets after yetanother white cop shot a black man at a traffic stop…just miles from where the Derek Chauvin murder trial was underway.
“I think the news media is running out of words but I do think there are some words we can stop using
when this happens.”
NBC-TV “Late Night” host Seth Meyers, as gun nuts were shooting-up supermarkets and elsewhere last month:
The first word he would like stricken from media lexicon is “unimaginable.”
“That's probably a word we can retire when something happens three or four times a week, it is no longer ‘unimaginable.’”

“When Iran asked for a reward merely for initiating negotiations, President Biden did the right thing and
refused.”
Jared Kushner, in a Wall Street Journal op-ed: “The Biden administration called Iran's bluff. It revealed to the Europeans that
the JCPOA is dead and only a new framework can bring stability for the future.”
“every step of the way”
Senate Republican leader Mitch McConnell declaring he will fight Biden’s agenda.
“dumb son of a bitch…stone cold loser”
Mitch McConnell, in the estimation of Donald Trump, speaking to the Republican National Committee’s top donors in South
Florida last month. And Trump pronounced Dr. Fauci as “full of crap.”
“erratic behavior”
Reason President Biden cited for excluding Trump from intelligence briefings former presidents receive.
“There is nothing more dangerous than a reckless asshole who thinks he is smarter than everyone else.
Ladies and gentlemen, meet Senator Ted Cruz.”
John Boehner, Speaker of The House 2011-2015, from his book “On The House:”
“People really had been brainwashed into believing Barack Obama was some Manchurian candidate planning to betray America.
Mark Levin was the first to go on the radio and spout off this crazy nonsense. It got him ratings, so eventually he dragged
Hannity and Rush to Looneyville along with him. My longtime friend Roger Ailes, the head of Fox News, was not immune to this.
He got swept into the conspiracies and the paranoia and became an almost unrecognizable figure.”

“When it’s all over, you go to heaven and God says, ‘What did you do?’ ‘I made people laugh.’ ‘Get in that
real short line over there.’”
Bob Newhart, 91
“If we weren’t all crazy we would go insane.”
Jimmy Buffett
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